
Hot Wheels STEM: Science Experiments with Cars!

These recording sheets are designed to accompany two science experiments with Hot Wheels 
cars or similar toy cars.

Experiment #1:  Heavyweight Race Track
Will a heavy or a light car travel farther?  To test this, have kids set up a basic ramp. Release a 
car down the ramp and measure how far it travels past the ramp.  Then try adding weight to the 
car and do it again.  Quarters work well for weight.  We attached three quarters to the back of the 
car with clear tape.

Experiment #2:  Wacky Wind Tunnel
What is the effect of air resistance on a car? Create a wind tunnel to find out!  Use some 
sections of plastic rain gutter and a fan to create a ramp with a wind tunnel.  Will the wind make a 
difference in how far the car rolls?

See photos and complete instructions in the blog post here:
https://frugalfun4boys.com/2018/05/09/science-experiments-with-hot-wheels-cars/
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Heavyweight Race Track

Problem: Which will travel farther, a car without added weights, or a car with 
added weights?

Hypothesis: 

Procedure: Release a car down the ramp three times. Measure how far the 
car travels beyond the ramp and record your data. Then tape 3 quarters to the 
top or back of your car. Release the car again three times down the ramp and 
record how far it travels beyond the ramp.

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Car without 
added weight

Car with quarters 
added

Conclusion: Which car traveled farther? Why?

Name:

Results:



Wacky Wind Resistance

Problem:  What effect does air resistance have on the distance that a 
toy car travels after rolling down a ramp?

Hypothesis:

Procedure: Build a wind tunnel by placing a fan at the end of a section 
of rain gutter.  If you don’t have a gutter, build walls for your wind tunnel 
with cardboard, LEGO bricks, or building blocks. Roll a toy car down a 
ramp and through the wind tunnel. Measure how far it travels with the fan
off. Then measure how far it travels with the fan on.  What is the 
difference?

Car 1 Car 2
Distance traveled
with the fan off
Distance traveled 
with the fan on

Car 3

Difference

Results:

Conclusion: What effect did the wind have on how far a car rolls? Which 
car was affected the most? Explain the “why” behind what happened.

Name:


